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Refresh of Wider Student Experience Strategy – Draft Green Paper 
 
Proposed Resolution 
WSEC is asked to: 

1. Note the development and consideration to date of the refreshed Wider Student Experience 
Strategy. 

2. Discuss the draft Green Paper and provide feedback, in particular on the international and 
global citizenship dimensions. 

 

Communication 
Status: Paper  

Open X Open Internal  
Confidential 
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Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open  Open Internal  X 
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption  

Paper: 

Appendices: Section 36 (Prejudice to effective conduct of public affairs) 

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee Wider Student Experience Committee (24 

May 2018); Strategy Delivery Board (7 January 2019); UEC (1 April 2019) 
 
Further Committee approval required Student Support and Well-Being Sub-Committee (29 May 

2019); Development and Communities Sub-Committee (30 May 2019); Wider Student 
Experience Committee (13 June 2019); UEC, Senate and Council (2019/20) 

 
Appendices 
 Appendix A: Draft Green Paper 
 Appendix B: Results of benchmarking exercise 
 Appendix C: Draft Key Performance Indicators 
 

 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 A Task and Finish Group was created in 2017/18 to refresh the 2015/16 Wider Student 
Experience Strategy. The refreshed Strategy has since been considered in draft Green 
Paper form by Wider Student Experience Committee (WSEC) and Strategy Delivery Board 
(SDB). SDB’s recommendation was that the draft Green Paper be shortened and brought to 
UEC following consideration of a paper on student support options. 

1.2 The draft Green Paper describes a refreshed Wider Student Experience Strategy which (a) 
reflects a new institutional focus on student development as the core of the Wider Student 
Experience, (b) places an equal emphasis on student support and wellbeing, (c) recognises 
the need for institutional reform in a number of areas of the Wider Student Experience, and 
(d) is informed by benchmarking across UK and overseas institutions. 
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1.3 UEC recommended that, following consideration by WSEC and its sub-committees, the draft 
Green Paper be made widely available for open consultation. A White Paper can be 
developed under the leadership of the new Pro-Vice-Chancellor during 2019/20. 

2. Strategic Context  

2.1 The university strategy 2017-2027 has three strategic goals which together characterise the 
aims of one of the world’s great universities and one of the most distinctive. These goals are: 
the combined delivery of world-leading and world-changing research; of challenging, 
enabling, research-led and transformative education; and of a Wider Student Experience as 
good as any in the world. 

2.2 At the 31st January 2018 meeting of Wider Student Experience Committee (WSEC), the 
Committee noted that two years after the agreement of the existing Wider Student 
Experience Strategy, “much of the Strategy remained valid, but that some new ideas and 
thoughts on how to move forward had emerged in the preceding two years”. The Pro-Vice-
Chancellor (Colleges and Student Experience) therefore established a Task and Finish 
Group to take forward the work on the WSE Strategy, providing regular updates to the 
Committee. 

 
3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The Task and Finish Group consists of four members: Professor Ann MacLarnon; Sam Dale; 
Professor Martyn Evans; and Tom Pullman. It brought a draft of the Green Paper to the 24th 
May 2018 meeting of WSEC. It was subsequently agreed that a programme of benchmarking 
visits to competitor universities should take place during Michaelmas 2018 to inform a further 
draft to be brought to SDB and other governance bodies. 

3.2 Sources for the current draft include (substantially) the existing strategy; recent work on 
student development within the Colleges and Student Experience Division; recent work on 
mental health and student wellbeing by the Heads of the Counselling and Disability Services; 
work undertaken during the Durham DOES programme to define a vision for student 
development, wellbeing and support; and the benchmarking visits undertaken during 2018. 

3.3 Work is under way to define clear future models for student support. When complete, this 
work will be incorporated into the White Paper version of this Strategy. 

3.4 At its 1st April 2019 meeting, UEC asked for the international student experience, and the 
related subject of global citizenship, to be given greater prominence in the Green Paper. 
WSEC’s views in relation to these topics are particularly welcome. 

3.5 Additional requests from UEC, which have been incorporated into the version now presented 
to WSEC, included the following: 

 To provide a more concrete set of ambitions for the greater integration of college and 
department activities (see paragraph 3.2.7) 

 The removal of references to the Cultural Strategy, which was no longer a live document. 
 

4. Financial and Resource Implications 

4.1 Financial implications will be dependent on the final agreed set of objectives. 

5. Risk, Equality, Environmental, and Social Responsibility Impact Analyses 

5.1 Risk: a draft risk register is included in the Green Paper. 
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5.2 Equality: No explicit analysis has been conducted at this stage. 

5.3 Environmental: No explicit analysis has been conducted at this stage.  

5.4 Social Responsibility: No explicit analysis has been conducted at this stage.  

6. Consultation 

6.1 Heads of Colleges and the Colleges and Student Experience Division Management Board 
have been consulted on earlier drafts of the strategy, along with some Common Rooms and 
College Advisory Boards at the initiative of individual Heads of College. 

7. Next Steps 

7.1 Following incorporation of feedback from WSEC, the paper will be taken to Student Support 
and Wellbeing Sub-Committee and Development and Communities Sub-Committee. 
Following a final review at 13 June WSEC the draft Green Paper will then be made available 
for open consultation prior to further development into a White Paper during 2019/20 under 
the leadership of the new Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Colleges and Student Experience). 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information is available from Ann MacLarnon, Martyn Evans, Sam Dale or Tom 
Pullman. 


